
Topics for Submission

Linguistics

The editorial committee of Entrehojas: Review of Hispanic Studies is working to generate a 
literary space that promotes dialog between the various disciplines and lines of research 
related to Hispanic linguistics. Our objective is to create a community of academic exchange 
on the national and international level based on the study and understanding of languages 
that are spoken, or have been spoken in Hispanic America and Spain (Spanish, peninsular 
Romance languages, indigenous languages, etc).

We would like to invite students from masters and doctoral programs to submit high quality, 
unpublished manuscripts for publication in our online journal. Entrehojas will consider 
theoretical and empirical studies, interviews, and book reviews in the fields of theoretical, 
experimental, descriptive, and applied linguistics. Within these fields we encourage 
submissions related to diverse topics including:

• Generative Linguistics
• Syntax, Morphology, Phonology, Semantics, Pragmatics, Lexicon, Orthography
• Historical Linguistics
• Etymology
• Sociolinguistics 
• Comparative/Contrastive Linguistics
• Language Acquisition
• Second Language Acquisition
• Bilingualism/Multilingualism
• Language Contact
• Attrition
• Computational Linguistics
• Language Assessment
• Pedagogy/Education

Work on non-Hispanic/peninsular languages will be accepted provided that they are 
comparative/contrastive with Spanish and its variants, or other languages spoken in Spain 
and Hispanic America, within the aforementioned lines of investigation.
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Literature

The editorial committee of Entrehojas: Review of Hispanic Studies is working to generate a 
literary space that promotes dialog within the various humanities as they relate to Hispanic 
studies. Our objective is to create a community of academic exchange between graduate 
students/academics with a wide variety of interests and specialties. With this in mind, the 
following list represents a sample of possible topics:

• Latin American literature
• Spanish literature
• Regional/National literatures
• Literary history
• Digital Humanities
• Transatlantic studies
• Literature and Society
• Indigenous literature
• Chicano studies
• Spanish Canadian literature
• Afro-Hispanic literature
• Spanish Golden Age 
• Gender studies
• Cultural studies
• Comparative literature
• Literary translation
• Interartistic studies
• Theatre
• Creative Writing
• Film Studies
• Critical Theory


